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Week 2 

Topic 2 – Function Definition & Notation 

 

Introduction 

 Functions are the building blocks of advanced mathematics. A function is a rule that takes an input and 

produces an output. 

 That’s the key idea: each input has ONE output. This makes functions predictable. If you know what 

you’re putting in, you know what you’re getting out. 

 There are many kinds of functions – linear, quadratic, rational, logarithmic, and so on. These words are 

just rules to say what happens to an input to produce an output. 

 Think about steel going into a manufacturing plant – it can be melted and cut and bent in different 

ways to produce cars, toasters, and springs. Numbers go into different kinds of functions to produce outputs 

in predictable ways. 

 This week is about learning what functions are, the words we use to describe them, and some basic 

things we can do with them. Some of the material in the first couple weeks will be review, but not all of it. 

Work on a little bit each day. 

  

Key Points 

1. What is a function? What makes something a function and something else not a function? 

2. What does 
3

( )
2

f  mean? How do you find this quantity? How does that differ from 
3

( )
2

f x = ? 

3. How do you evaluate more complex expressions like f(2x – 5)? 

 

Vocabulary & Definitions 

• The argument of a function is the input; this can be a number like 2, a variable like x, or an expression 

like x + h 

• The domain of a function is the set of inputs (See Topic 4 – Domain & Range) 

• The range of a function is the set of outputs (See Topic 4 – Domain & Range) 
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Reading 

Functions 

A function is an abstract concept. At the most basic level, a function simply matches an input (usually 

an x-value) to an output (usually a y-value). The requirement is that each input has only one output. 

That’s the key idea, there’s just one output. If you know what you put in, you can tell what you’ll get 

out. There’s no ambiguity about it.  

 

Example 1: Is it a function? 

Input: A whole number bigger than 

1, like 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.  

 

Output: Whether the number is 

prime or composite 

 

Is it a Function? Yes! If we put in a 

number like 10, the output is 

“Composite”. 

 

There is only one output for each 

input: every input is prime or 

composite. 

Input: A PCC student G-number.               

. 

 

Output: The number of credits 

associated with that G-number. 

 

Is it a Function? Yes! If we put in 

“G01234567”, we’ll get out a 

number like 20. 

 

There is only one output for each 

input: every G-number has only 

one amount of credits.  

Input: A whole number bigger than 

1, like 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. 

 

Output: The number’s prime 

factors. 

 

Is it a Function? No! If we put in a 

number like 10, the output is 2 and 

5 

 

That’s two outputs for one input. 

It’s still a useful math rule, but it’s 

not a function. 

 

That’s about all there is to it, really. However, that description is too broad to be very helpful in this class. 

 

In this class, a function is usually a mathematical rule to take a numeric input (x-value) to a numeric 

output (y-value). Functions are often given as formulas, but not always. You might see a graph relating x- and 

y-values, or you can see a function as a table of (x, y) values. 

 

Functions as Formulas 

We usually see functions as formulas. For example, y = 2x – 1 expresses y as a function of x. If I give you 

an x-value, you would double it, and then subtract one to get the y-value. Each x-value produces only one y-

value, so y is a function of x. 
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When we have formulas, we give the rule a name. The rule “double the input, and then subtract one” 

can be called f. Then we say y = f(x) to indicate that y is a function of x, and tells us how to get y if we know x. 

 

To pronounce f(x), say “f of x”, never “f x”. Repeating what the symbols mean, as you read them, will 

reinforce the ideas in your brain and help build the neural connections for learning. When you say something 

incorrectly or imprecisely, you won’t build these connections and may even reinforce wrong ideas. 

As another example, when you are reading math and you see x
2
 , be sure you think “x squared”, never 

“x two”. If you think “x two”, you won’t teach yourself the difference between x
2
 and x2, even though these 

are completely different ideas. 

 

Now notice that we wrote y = f(x); the equals sign tells us that these two sets of symbols are 

interchangeable. Whenever we see f(x), we want to remind ourselves that “f(x)” can also mean “y”. 

Since they’re interchangeable, we can write f(x) = 2x – 1. 

 

The notation here can be a little confusing because there are many words that mean basically the same 

thing. The “output” is the same as the “y-value” is the same as “f of x”. 

To learn math by reading, you can’t read passively like you might read a fiction novel; you must read 

actively by repeating the symbols to yourself mentally, and reminding yourself often what they mean. 

 

Evaluating a Function 

Using function notation, we can write K(5). This notation conveys a lot of information with just a few 

symbols: f(5) means “the y-value when the x-value is 5, when we use function K to get from x to y”. 

Let’s use the formula for f, f(x) = 2x – 1 to evaluate f(5) using the following procedure: 

1. Write the function in blank form, as follows 

 Start with the function formula: f(x) = 2x + 1 

Turn the x’s into blanks:  f(    ) = 2(     ) + 1 

 The x is a placeholder that means “put input here”, so we use blanks so we know where to put the 

input. 

2. Evaluating f(5) means we’re using 5 as input, so put 5 into all the blanks. 

      f(5) = 2(5) + 1 
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3. Now do the arithmetic:  f(5) = 11 

When we say f(5) = 11, we mean “when x = 5, y = 11, using the function f”. This can also be written as an (x, y) 

ordered pair (5, 11). 

 

We can evaluate a function for other values as well. Anything we put into the function goes into the blanks on 

the right side of the equation. 

Example 2: Evaluating a function for a variety of inputs 

 Evaluate f(-10) 

Start with the blank form: 

f(   ) = 2(    ) + 1 

Put -10 into the blanks: 

f(-10) = 2(-10) + 1 

f(-10) = -19 

Evaluate f(B) 

Start with the blank form: 

f(   ) = 2(    ) + 1 

Put B into the blanks: 

f(B) = 2(B) + 1 

f(B) = 2B + 1 

Evaluate f(x – 3) 

Start with the blank form: 

f(   ) = 2(    ) + 1 

Put x – 3 into the blanks: 

f(x – 3) = 2(x – 3) + 1 

f(x – 3) = 2x – 5 

 

What you put into the function is called the argument of the function. Sometimes this is a number like 5, 

sometimes it’s a letter like x, and other times it’s an expression like 2x or x + h. We’ll use this often when we 

cover function transformations in a few weeks. 

 

Functions as Tables and Graphs 

You don’t always have a formula for a function. That doesn’t mean you can’t use function notation or evaluate 

the function! 

 

Example 3: A Function Defined by a Table 

Since 1910, at the end of each year the Midwestern town of Koets has counted all its residents. The 

population of the town is a function of the year because at the end of each year, there’s only one number of 

residents. Results for several recent years are displayed in the table. 

Census year, y 90 91 92 93 94 

Population, g(y) 1250 1255 1253 1260 1261 
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We can make statements like g(91) = 1255. In an applied problem like this, you are often asked to interpret 

such a statement. That means to say what the input and output represent, in the problem situation. In this 

case, g(91) = 1255 means “In 2001, Koets had 1,255 residents.” 

For this function, we don’t have a formula, only the values listed, so we can’t evaluate g(95) or g(91.5). 

Mathematics is often used to write formulas to predict the future, but we won’t do that here. 

 

Example 4: A Function Defined by a Graph 

The function h is shown in the graph to 

the right. 

 

There is a formula for this function, but 

we don’t have it. 

 

We can still use function notation and 

answer questions though. 

h(x)

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

4

5

x

y

 

 

a. What is h(0)?     b. Where does h(x) = -2 

When x = 0, y = 3, so h(0) = 3    Remember that h(x) and y are interchangeable, so 

The point (0, 3) is on the graph of h   this is the same as asking “Where does y = -2?” 

       Looking at the graph, we see x ≈ -2.7 and x ≈ -1.5 

 

It may help to read the textbook on this topic, pages 42 – 49. 

Be sure you can follow every part of Example 7 on page 48. This is the sort of problem we’ll be doing over and 

over in the next few weeks. 
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Concept Exercises 

Functions can be given in tables, equations, or graphs (graphs are covered in more detail next week). 

These are our primary tools to understand functions, and so we must become proficient with all of them. 

 

1. The tables below contain values for x and y. Determine for each table whether y is a function of x.  

x 1 2 3 4   x -2 -1 0 -1 

y 2 2 3 3   y 4 5 6 7 

 

 

 

2. Determine whether each of these equations represent functions or not. 

a. 
2

2 3y x= +     b. 
2

2 9 5x y− =    c. 2
x

y =  

 

 

 

 

3. The function f is defined in the table below. 

x 0 1 2 3 4 

y -12 -3 4 7 8 

 

a. Find f(1)    b. Find f(4)   c. Find a so that f(a) = 7 

 

 

d. What is f(1) + f(3)? Is this the same as f(1 + 3)?
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4. The function g is defined as g(x) = 2x
2
. For each of the following expressions 

a. What is the argument of the function? 

b. Evaluate the function (replace x with the argument and simplify, like in Example 2 (above) or in 

Example 7 from the book) 

i. g(2) 

 

 

ii. g(-2) 

 

 

iii. g(c) 

 

 

 

iv. g(x + c) 

 

 

 

v. g(-c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The solutions are on the next page. Don’t look at the solutions until you’ve answered all the questions.
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Solutions 

1. a. It is a function     b. Not a function 

 

2. a. Not a function  b. A function  c. A function 

 

3. a. -3  b. 8  c. a = 3 because f(3) = 7 

 d. f(1) + f(3) = -3 + 7 = 4. 

This is not the same as f(1 + 3) which is f(4) and equals 8; order of operations says do the inside 

portion 1 + 3 first, then evaluate. 

 

4.  

Problem Argument Evaluation of Function 

i. g(2) 2 8 

ii. g(-2) -2 8 

iii. g(c) c 2c
2
 

iv. g(x + c) x + c 

2(x + c)
2
 

Could be expanded with FOIL: 

2x
2
 + 4xc + 2c

2
 

v. g(-c) -c 

g(-c) 

 
( )

2

2

2

2

c

c

= −

=

 

  


